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Texron	
  Improves	
  Well	
  Produc<on	
  by	
  400	
  Percent	
  With	
  Greenwell’s	
  
G-‐Terminator™	
  Well	
  S<mula<on	
  and	
  Cleanout	
  Service
HOUSTON, Oct.29, 2013—Greenwell Energy Solutions (Greenwell), an independent specialty
provider of proprietary-blended chemicals and environmental services, today announced the
results of its G-Terminator well stimulation service deployed for Texron Operating, LLC
(Texron). Prior to using the G-Terminator, production at Texron’s Wilcox well was five barrels
per day (bbl/day). After deploying the G-Terminator, production stabilized at 20 bbl/day, an
increase of 400 percent. With the increase in production, payback for the G-Terminator was less
than 30 days. Since Texron has operated the well, it has never reached more than five bbl/day,
despite multiple stimulation treatments, including hot oil.
Texron operates 10 wells across East and South Texas. The G-Terminator was performed on
Texron’s well in Newton Country, located in the Quicksand Creek Field of the Wilcox formation.
Greenwell combined its custom-blended TL-100™ well stimulation chemical with a proprietarydesigned oscillation tool to remove Texron’s wellbore blockage. The G-Terminator service
effectively removed paraffin, scale, migrating fines and other reservoir debris.
“This well was fraced in the 1990s and I’ve done five hot oil treatments to try to increase
production,” said John Day Jr., president of Texron. “They only improved short-term production
slightly and cost us a bunch of money. Then we tried the G-Terminator service. I really like how
it combines a unique tool with a specific paraffin removing chemical. We are extremely pleased
with the results. In nearly two decades this well has never produced results like this.”
“Texron needed a turnkey service so they wouldn’t have to worry about coordinating the service
themselves, such as tracking down a rig crew or managing them,” said Ron Long, vice president
of operations for Greenwell. “Our team oversees the complete service from start to finish
including analyzing well samples, selecting the best chemicals and managing all partners and
schedules.”
“We’re currently assessing the G-Terminator service for many other wells,” continued Day.
“There’s no other solution we’ve seen that has come close to the value and results of the GTerminator. Since the tool has successfully been used on thousands of wells, we feel comfortable
that it’s a proven solution.”

The G-Terminator addresses the most common blockage obstacles faced during pre-frac and
post-frac completions and production. While alternative solutions, such as jet nozzles and high
velocity tools bypass blockage, the G-Terminator completely removes materials. It gently breaks
up wellbore damage and enhances the native permeability found in formations. Additionally,
case studies prove it has higher productivity rates, both in the short-term and long-term,
compared to using chemicals alone.
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Greenwell Energy Solutions is an independent specialty supplier delivering proprietary-blended chemicals, water
treatment and environmental services for the upstream energy industry. Its services span well stimulation, pressure
control systems and fully managed secondary containment that reduce clients’ environmental impact and operating
costs. Through unbiased testing at partner and third-party labs, Greenwell is able to ensure its solutions provide
consistent quality, performance and durability. The company dedicates countless R&D hours to designing
environmentally-friendly chemicals and solutions that perform reliably on every project. For more information, visit
greenwellsolutions.com.

